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Introduction:

This thesis prospectus will be divided into two primary components: the Technical portion, regarding

the design and creation of the University of Virginia Northern Virginia campus AcceleratedMasters Program in

Systems Engineering, and the Science, Technology, and Society portion, regarding the function and

performance of STEM higher education degrees in the labor force. While higher education is continually a hot

topic debate in the United States, it is critical to understand the underlying trends and associated employment

opportunities in order to develop the most optimal, valuable, and e�ective advanced degree program. With the

cost of tuition rising, this paper intends to provide insight into how these degrees provide bene�ts worthy of the

growing cost to participate.

Technical Description:

InMay of 2023, the University of Virginia will launch their new AcceleratedMasters in Systems

Engineering program at the Northern Virginia campus. While the previous AMP program ran for more than 20

years, the COVID-19 pandemic provided an opportunity to reevaluate and improve upon the existing

frameworks to provide a truly unique and valuable higher education experience. The inaugural class will be

taking part in a newly designed course and curriculum that will provide students with technical skills and a

signal to employers of their pro�ciency in systems thinking and application. Working with Professor and

Associate Chair William Scherer, our team is tasked with helping the new director, Professor Matt Burkett,

evaluate the existing masters programmarket and develop the curriculum from the ground up.

InitialMarket Analysis

In an e�ort to understand the broader landscape of Systems masters degree programs, particularly in the

D.C., Maryland, and Virginia area, the team has compiled market research materials encompassing a number of

critical consideration metrics such as tuition per credit hour, course load, course structure, and several others. To

provide a unique value proposition to prospective students, the team has recognized that an understanding of

the market environment and alternatives will allow the UVANorthern Virginia program to provide

di�erentiating factors that enhance the experience of students and their potential post graduation prospects.



Course Design and Structure Consideration

Utilizing framework templates such as the one provided in �gure 1, the team has generated multiple

potential approaches to the program, each providing a special value proposition to students that represents a

unique educational experience.

Figure 1: Course Pitch Template

Understanding the design goals and constraints of the project has allowed the team to address the ten course

structure with several outcomes in mind, such as student enrollment, skill development, and post graduation

performance. While considering the potential prerequisites, a large portion of consideration is given to the

student demographic and archetype that the program should be designed to capture and interest. Decisions

such as acceptance metrics determine the necessary background of students, and course di�culty constraints

needed.

Curriculum Budgeting Consideration

As both advocates for the �nancial success of the school and the cost constraints and capabilities of

potential students, course budgeting and resource allocation represents a large factor in determining curriculum

viability. To allow the budgeting consideration to be both dynamic and �exible to several assumptions, the team

has generated a deterministic budget model to project potential pro�t or loss under certain situations. As seen in

�gure 2, the budgeting model allows the project pro�t to be �exed under considerations such as number of

courses, students enrolled and tuition cost among several others.



Figure 2: BudgetingModel P&L Tab

Future Considerations

In the coming months, the team will focus primarily on the de�nition and �nalization of the program

structure and schedule. With that completed, the focus of the project will pivot to generating marketing

materials and working with teachers to develop fully developed course curriculums. In an e�ort to capture

technically minded individuals with an aptitude and career interest in management, the program has narrowed

in on a potential curriculum consisting of entrepreneurship courses along with semi-advanced technical skill

building to provide students with the tools necessary to oversee highly technical projects.

STS Discussion:

With both STEM degrees andMaster's degrees becoming more popular, the question remains

regarding both their function and utility in the labor force. While an undergraduate degree is, for the most part,

viewed as essential to breaking into the top tier of earners in America, advanced education is considered much

more situational. In 2018, 733,445 STEM degrees were conferred by post secondary institutions. Despite the

fact that more women are seeking these degrees, men represent approximately two thirds of those degrees

conferred. Similarly, the number of degrees conferred to white individuals is larger than the number of degrees

conferred to all other races, combined. Furthermore, STEM subjects are far less frequently pursued on the

graduate level, for, unlike the education and business �elds, the degree is not commonly seen as a critical

stepping stone to furthered promotion and advancement. As of 2019, natural sciences and mathematics only

accounted for 4% of Masters degrees conferred, with the slightly more applied computer sciences and

engineering disciplines only accounting for 12% (USAFacts). As such, the question remains what is the function



of these degrees? Why are students willing to take part in the growing student debt crisis for these degrees, and

where is the underlying motivation re�ected in the labor force?

Understanding STEM Field Requirements

As stated by the Pew Research center, “among college educated workers, one-in-three majored in a STEM

�eld..but only about half of those with college training in a STEM �eld are currently employed in a STEM Job.”

Pew recognizes this statistic as a product of the advanced degree requirements commonly considered essential in

the �eld. While only 12% of the labor force in non-STEM �elds have a postgrad degree, 29% of STEM employed

graduates hold a postgraduate degree as of 2016. Furthermore, when compared to all employment, STEM

professionals are almost twice as likely to work for a non-for-pro�t and almost half as likely to be self employed

(PEW). With this in mind, how does self employment manifest? Is this representative of a lack of mobility

within the workforce, or an underdeveloped market for freelance work? Understanding the career ladder and

professional advancement structure of the industry is critically important in understanding motivations for

students pursuing masters, and provides an interesting challenge in understanding post graduate opportunities.

Understanding Advanced Higher Education

The public perception around higher education has taken several forms throughout the last century. While once

a symbol of privilege and elitism for the upper class, both undergraduate and advanced degrees have experienced

a slow democratization that remains changing today. While the burden of student debt maintains a high barrier

for many, the real reason a degree is valuable may be more complex than simply its payo�. In the pre-Reagan era,

degrees gradually shifted away from representing intellectual exploration, and as such, an increasing number of

Universities have shifted to emphasizing job training, paring down courses that are less applicable to skills that

provide value to the labor market. As Reagan explained, “intellectual luxuries,” like courses unrelated to a

potential career, should be seen as a meaningless expense to both the school system and to the time of students

(The Chronicle). However, is this simpli�cation of education truly improving the experience of students?

Arguably more importantly, does it really impact their career prospects?

Defining Value



The conversation around educational value can come in many forms and contexts. While the economic

perspective may be the most discussed in news headlines, is there an inherent value to educational experiences

beyond their economic payo�s? Does education represent a component of a diverse lifestyle and an extension of

individual passions? Through this research, I hope to include a conversation around education as bene�cial

from a holistic development perspective, as well as the economic opportunities it provides.

Research and Frameworks

While working on this thesis, I intend to analyze both statistical information provided by reputable sources such

as the US Department of Commerce or Labor and similar government bodies, research centers, and published

statistical reports, as well as theoretical papers discussing the function of education. In the coming months, a

large portion of the work will reside in the research and knowledge development, in turn informing my eventual

conclusions. As such, I intend to rely heavily on both history and philosophy to provide a holistic representation

of the answers to my research questions. Furthermore, I intend to utilize heavily the Actor-Network Theory

Framework to demonstrate the critical actors underlying the higher education and labor system and their

relationship to one another.

Key Texts

In the preceding sections, I have referenced a couple of sources that have been of distinct value to my preliminary

research. As such, I intend to rely on a couple texts heavily in my attempt to demonstrate my conclusions from

research and discuss my �ndings. While these are what I believe to be most important frommy initial

understanding of the topic, I believe that several more pieces of literature will become equally important as well.

USAFacts has published statistics pulled directly from the National Center for Education Statistics, and I have

heavily depended upon their compiled statistics regardingMasters Degrees and the STEM �eld. This is

extremely valuable to my research as quantitative metrics that display overarching trends are necessary in

understanding any industry. Understanding all facets of advanced degrees, from relevant social groups to key

outcomes, is essential to my discussion, and I have found myself referencing this site multiple times throughout

my initial discovery period.



In regard to more theoretical aspects of my paper, I intend to utilize Theodore Porter’s book, Trust in Numbers,

to discuss the complex underlying issues with the way in which we evaluate education from a quantitative point

of view. As Porter explains how the impact of expert opinions and objectivity a�ects society, I believe this is

highly relevant to the �eld of advanced education. From the beginning of my early research, I have noticed how

much quantitative data exists on the space, and the extent to which this data impacts the decision making of

higher education institutions. While I myself intend to use numerical and quantitative evidence a great deal in

my writing as well, I believe that a discussion of the potential shortcomings of this method is important to the

overarching research question.

Following up on Porter’s book, I think that Cathy O’Neils book,Weapons ofMath Destruction, will be similarly

useful to my theoretical discussion around how we use quantitative methods to determine and assess the

outcomes of education. As O’Neil explains, the interpretation of advanced mathematics, and the decisions made

in the e�ort to provide the most insight from data and mathematics, is e�ectively never safe from implicit biases.

With her distinct discussion around the US News andWorld Report University ranking system, I think that

both her directly education related content and even her conclusions in general are of great value to my project.

Finally, I also intend to rely heavily on a collection of excerpts called Skills for FutureWorkers, which discuss

multiple perspectives on the in�uence of AI on the workforce. I think that this will be extremely useful in

demonstrating any argument around the function of education as a catalyst to skill development, especially in

technical �elds such as STEM. In particular, the excerpt from Arthur Graesser is of interest as it discusses the

value of collaborative problem solving, something that is heavily associated with engineering and technical

graduates. I believe that this will be speci�cally valuable in a discussion around the future of the workforce as it

relates to educational requirements, and believe that the multiple and mixed opinions from this piece will add an

interesting dimension to the discussion.

Conclusion:

In summary, the goal of this report is to both develop a truly valuable Masters experience for students

and demonstrate an understanding of the function of higher education and its application to the STEM �eld.

From preliminary research, it is apparent that much of the value provided in higher education comes down to



simple economics. While cost and career prospects with the degree in hand has perhaps become the primary

concern, the question remains: is there an approach to curriculum design that allows students to reevaluate their

motivation for education once enrolled?
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